2010 prius backup camera aftermarket

Sign Out. Join Sign in. Great news!!! We literally have thousands of great products in all
product categories. AliExpress will never be beaten on choice, quality and price. But you may
have to act fast as this top prius reverse camera is set to become one of the most sought-after
best-sellers in no time. With the lowest prices online, cheap shipping rates and local collection
options, you can make an even bigger saving. AliExpress takes pride in making sure that you
always have an informed choice when you buy from one of hundreds of stores and sellers on
our platform. Every store and seller is rated for customer service, price and quality by real
customers. Plus you can find out the store or individual seller ratings, as well as compare
prices, shipping and discount offers on the same product by reading comments and reviews left
by users. Every purchase is star-rated and often has comments left by previous customers
describing their transaction experience so you can buy with confidence every time. You can
find store coupons, AliExpress coupons or you can collect coupons every day by playing
games on the AliExpress app. On AliExpress, great quality, price and service comes as
standard â€” every time. By continuing to use AliExpress you accept our use of cookies view
more on our Privacy Policy. You can adjust your Cookie Preferences at the bottom of this page.
Cookie Preferences. Buyer Protection. Ship to. Wish List. Account Welcome to AliExpress!
Welcome back. All Categories. Hot promotions in prius reverse camera on aliexpress:. Hot
Search: parka patch men plate overboard plate qs tripod r6 duble screen park mens cloak
nilsson winches samsumg s7 wrap smartphone s60a ninebote segway Ranking Keywords: kids
sofa kids couch kids sofa chair kids sofa bed kids fold out couch mini couch for kids. Google
Play App Store. All rights reserved. Scan or click to download. Please feel free to ask questions.
Where did you get it installed? Looks really nice and a good idea. My only concern is a "smash
and grab" I am not concerned about "rub and tugs" though! I'd like to have a "forward camera"
installed below my grille somewhere so I can see where things like wheel stops and curbs aredoes anyone know if such an animal exists and could be made to work with the CURRENT Nav
Screen??? RoRo New Member. Dude, love the install Is it possible to upload higher resolution
pictures. The pop up pics are so small. Thanks, RoRo. Rhino New Member. Joined: Oct 5, 40 0
Location: U. RayPB New Member. After each of us backed into objects due to the poor rear
vision, we had our local Toyota dealer install an aftermarket rear view camera. We chose a
system where the display is in an auto-dimming mirror. We are very pleased with the results and
now almost seek out challenging backing up situations. After several false starts, our Toyota
dealer installed a system purchased from Mito Corporation. We got the Auto-dimming mirror
with rear camera display and a degree camera that looks just like the VN Vehicle Rearvision
Visual System shown on the Mito web site. The camera mounts just to the right of the rear hatch
sensor and looks very much like original equipment. If you go this route, assemble the system
on your living room floor before doing any work to your car. You need to be sure the correct
wires and connectors are supplied. We had a few problems that way, and it caused quite a bit of
delay in the installation process. As I said, we are very pleased with the results. The installation
looks like it was done at the factory, and we now have excellent rear vision when backing up. It
was more expensive than others mentioned here, but I think it will turn out to be worth the cost.
You must log in or sign up to post here. Show Ignored Content. Similar Threads - Aftermarket
Backup Camera. Replies: 2 Views: 1, Aftermarket backup camera for a non-nav aberns , Sep 4, ,
in forum: Gen 3 Prius Audio and Electronics. Replies: 7 Views: 1, Tideland Prius Sep 5, I have a
factory backup cam. Replies: 11 Views: 2, NewHybridOwner Sep 9, BigBear Feb 15, Replies: 14
Views: 19, Share This Page. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Keith Elkin Member.
KeepitSimple Member. Joined: Jun 2, 35 38 0 Vehicle: Prius. Toyonka likes this. Toyonka Junior
Member. I'm wondering if you could post a simplified guide, including the corrected wire colors,
for those of us who just want to use something like this:. Hey everyone, Everything you need to
know is in post number 2 of this thread. Im opening up the dash tomorrow to replace my XM
tuner so I'll verify the color codes but I'm pretty sure what I wrote in post 2 is correct. I did not
buy a new camera, I'm using the OEM camera and stepped the voltage down to 6v using the
parts mentioned in the link I put in post 2. I decided to wire the the camera's power to my
backup lights since that's the only time it turns on anyway. I didn't want to chance overheating
the transistor and starting a fire. It did get that hot when I wired it wrong Remember to replace
the colors on that page with the colors I posted instead in post 2. If you can't follow along with
that article, you shouldn't be doing this anyway One wrong connection and you can cause a lot
of damage or even a fire. BTW, the picture quality is perfect during the day, just fuzzy at night. I
think it's because my screen is much larger than the OEM screen was. I changed out my backup
bulbs with super-bright LED bulbs and that helps illuminate the area when I'm backing up a
night and the picture is better that way. I did not test out that other voltage reducer which was
posted, I'm sure it will work fine but you'll need a multimeter to adjust the voltage and make

sure you're only outputting 6V. Good luck! Felice New Member. Hi guys, great discussion! I'm
writing here also because I've installed a Pumpkin android 4. I have located the other
extermities of the remainig 3 wires inside the dashboard bottom right. Assuming that the red
and the black wires are for the video signal, I guessed that the remaining white wire was to
power the camera. Any hint? Hey Felice, I got your message but figured I'd reply here so others
can benefit if they have a similar issue. First off, the Prius backup camera is only 6V not 12V, so
you need to make sure you step the voltage down to the camera. You need to put something in
like what I mentioned in the thread to tap into the 12v constant and step it down to 6v. Then take
the 6v output and supply it into the red and black wires assuming those are the European power
wires for the camera. Once you supply power to the camera only 6v!! Usually there is a feature
to turn it in manually. If not, you'll need to trigger your backup camera wire coming from your
car stereo by either applying ground to it or 12v. Once you make sure you get video, connect
your car's backup light lead to your car stereo's backup camera trigger. Usually it's your backup
light to the car stereo and set the stereo to trigger the camera on 12v not ground. Thanks Keith!
Just for curiosity: why isn't it possible to get some 6V somewhere else in the car? Where does
the camera get it when it's connected to the original stereo? Hey Felice, The original stereo had
a transformer in it that stepped the voltage down and sent it to the camera, I'm not sure what
color wires your car needs the voltage on; I would definitely check a wiring diagram before
applying voltage to wires if you aren't sure, you could blow the camera out or another
component. You might want to plug the original radio in and use a multi tester on the camera
harness to make sure the camera still works and then check the wires for which one has the
power and ground. Also it might be wise to verify your camera's voltage at the same time to
make sure the European model uses 6v too. The aftermarket system has a wire called "reverse
in" that has to be plugged on a 12V source in order for the picture to appear. When I plug it in a
random 12V source, the picture on the system automatically switches to the rear camera. This is
a big step forward! Now, my next two challenges are: - find a 12V source behind the kickpanel
that activates only in reverse gear any idea? Good news: I finally decided to pull a wire from the
"reverse in" wire of the aftermarket system to the reverse light. Works perfectly. Now I'm left
with the 6V issue, will keep you posted. MSF Junior Member. Mahon New Member. Mahon , Nov
22, You must log in or sign up to post here. Show Ignored Content. Similar Threads - Backup
Camera Voltage. Gen3 recommendation for new head unit in re08 , Jan 20, , in forum: Gen 3
Prius Audio and Electronics. Replies: 4 Views: Replies: 3 Views: 1, Grit Sep 27, Aftermarket
backup camera for a non-nav aberns , Sep 4, , in forum: Gen 3 Prius Audio and Electronics.
Replies: 7 Views: 1, Tideland Prius Sep 5, Why do the models not have backup cameras like the
earlier ones? Replies: 0 Views: Share This Page. Your name or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? If
you are looking for prius backup camera installation , simply check out our links below :. Can
Toyota add a Backup Camera to a used Prius? Installation Instructions. Thank you for your
purchase of the Coastal Electronic Technologies, Inc. Rear View. Camera system. I installed on
my Prius 2. Overall this process was as I expected after reading the many helpful â€¦.
Installation is needed for camera to work; The screen is not included, only camera kit. Compare
with similar items â€¦. To install the Camera Assembly, a couple of panels from the underside of
the Prius hatch must be removed. They are removed by manually pulling them free using
standard techniques described earlier. Start by lifting the hatch and pulling free the panel
covering the area behind the license plate. Either way good luck with â€¦. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. If you are looking for prius backup
camera installation , simply check out our links below : 1. Toyota Camera Rear View: Amazon.
Overall this process was as I expected after reading the many helpful â€¦ 6. PYvideo Camera kit
to add Backup Camera for Prius up Installation is needed for camera to work; The screen is not
included, only camera kit. Compare with similar items â€¦ 7. Either way good luck with â€¦ Post
Views: Skip to main content of results for "toyota prius backup camera". Skip to main search
results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New
Arrivals. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to
Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 5
left in stock - order soon. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb In stock on
March 2, Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Only 12 left in stock order soon. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Amazon's Choice for toyota prius backup camera.
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eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

